Yes, I want my child to participate in Everglades

Yes, I want my child to participate in Everglades

DATE DUE____________PROGRAM DATE__________________
Photo Release
I irrevocably, give the Science Eye the absolute right and permission to copyright use,
publish, alter and distribute all photographs, videos and or film in which my child may
be included while participating in Science Eye programs. I understand that these
photographs, videos, or film footage may be used for publicity, advertising or
promotions or for any lawful purpose whatsoever without restrictions and are the sole
property of the Science Eye.
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__________________________________________
Parent Signature

GRADE
LEVEL____________TEACHER_____________________________

GRADE
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Parent Signature

CHILD'S NAME
_____________________________________________

CHILD'S NAME
_____________________________________________

Experience

The cost of this unique opportunity is $________ per child. To
ensure everyone's participation in this educational experience,
please return the Intent to Participate, which is the bottom of
this page by the date indicated.
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Experience

On the date indicated below, the Science Eye will be taking us
to Everglades Holiday Park for our field experience. We will be
experiencing the Everglades firsthand as scientists! I know this
will be an unforgettable experience for your child.

An unforgetable trip into the
“River of Grass”…

Everglades Experience
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Dear Parents:

A letter for parents...

Your child has a unique opportunity to experience the life of the
Everglades that is found right in our own backyard through the
program Everglades Experience. On this all day trip while slogging
through the slough and riding on an airboat we will become
"Wildlife Biologists" , identify flora and fauna, measure alligators
(from a safe distance), search for critters, analyze water quality,
smell the peat, and so much more!
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